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Legrand launches Australia’s most energy
efficient emergency lighting fittings
Conserving energy and dollars on commercial emergency lighting systems has been made easy with the new
Legrand LED satellite series, the most energy efficient of its kind in Australia.
Building on its portfolio of energy saving solutions, Legrand’s innovative emergency lighting satellite fittings are ideal
for offices, hospitals, shopping centres and factories keen to improve their environmental credentials and maximise
Green Star ratings.
“This range is suitable for both new and retro-fit emergency lighting applications,” explains Eduardo Yudowski,
Legrand National Category Manager for Building Management. “Boasting superior D40/D40 emergency lighting
classification with a single LED light source, the satellite series offers a greater coverage span, thereby requiring
fewer fittings per area.”
“Importantly, the new LED satellite fittings consume less than 1W of power in standby mode minimising overall
energy consumption,” adds Yudowski. “Together, all these factors reduce the overall cost of the installation as well
as running costs.”
Renowned for its efficiency and long life, LED lighting also reduces the maintenance requirements making the
Legrand LED satellite series a cost effective solution to all emergency lighting applications.
With the option of up to four different dish sizes, the range is suitable for a variety of holes sizes and is easy to
install. This provides greater flexibility when covering holes, particularly when upgrading old light fittings.
Products are available in Single Point Units (SPU) as well as Axiom wireless models. Other features include:
• Two rate charge mechanism
• Detachable rings
• One high brightness LED
• Lss than 1W energy consumption in stand by mode (SPU)
• Black colour option
• Surface mount option
• Weatherproof IP65 option
• Compliant to AS2293
Stockists: Electrical wholesalers.
For more information please contact HPM Legrand on 1300 369 777.
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